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Abstract 
 

Grid computing, parallel computing and distributed computing’s 

development is termed as cloud computing or it may be defined as computer 

science concept’s commercial implementation. Task scheduling (TS) is a 

major day-to-day challenge in this cloud computing environment. In cloud 

architecture, cloudless allocation to virtual machines (VM) is termed as TS. 

Resources effective utilization and effective load balancing are mainly 

focused. Various meta-heuristic (MH) algorithms and non-deterministic 

polynomial time-hard optimization problem-solving techniques are 

implemented for facing cloud task scheduling challenges. For changing 

environment and task, scheduling strategy must adapted a task scheduler. An 

adaptive bacterial foraging optimization (ABFO) algorithm based cloud task 

scheduling policy is proposed in this paper. Makes pan minimization for 

performing multi-objective task scheduling (MOTS) process is a major 

contribution of this proposed technique. By minimizing degree of imbalance 

and makes pan, task scheduling performance is enhanced by MBFO 

algorithm. Better performance are produced, when compared with BFO 

algorithm. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In global computing platforms like mail sending, write operations and 

read operation, an important role is played by data centers in recent decades. 

A computing system based on internet is cloud computing, which is highly a 

dynamic one. In cloud computing, major issues includes resource allocation 

and Task scheduling (TS). 

A collection of host networks through Internet is provided by computing 

platforms like Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service 

(SaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS), aspects Bansal and Singh, Kaur 

et.al [1,2]. 

Process of computer processing resources and data sharing to other 

devices which are on demand corresponds to clod computing as defined by 

Information Technology Laboratory. For programs, servers, and networks, an 

on-demand resource is cloud computing and it provides services with little 

effort and high speed.  

In computing platform, TS is a recent challenge. The NP-hard 

optimization problems like travelling sales man problem and combinatorial 

problems like addressing problems and integer programming are the major 

issues in TS. 

In hundreds and thousands of virtual machines (VM) allocation to cloud 

resources, these issues will occur and in TS performance, delay is caused by 

this. So, bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm is implemented for 

avoiding this problem. To perform required task, created cloudlets, VM, 

brokers and data centers in TS process using CloudSim toolkit for fulfilling 

demands of users Reddy and Kumar, Zheng and Wang [3,4]. 

For cloud infrastructure’s simulation, CloudSim framework is used, 

where, resource providers corresponds to data centers and VMs destruction 

and creation are assisted by brokers. For providing information about, CPU 

allocations count, bandwidth and RAM size, tasks are performed and 

submitted by cloudlets.  By presenting graphs, best shortest paths are 

computed by traditional BFO algorithm. 

Lessening performing task’s makes pan is a major objective of this 

algorithm. Based on dynamic application, this algorithm can be adopted. An 

adaptive bacterial foraging optimization is introduced in this work for 

avoiding this issue. 

 Agarwal and Srivastava [5] assisted effective task distribution among 

available virtual machines (VM’s) using implemented task scheduling 

approach based on cuckoo search with minimum overall response time 

(QoS). Based on processing power like tasks length and million instructions 

per seconds (MIPS), tasks are assigned among virtual machines using this 

algorithm.  

 With greedy-based scheduling and first—in first—out (FIFO) algorithm, 

performance of cuckoo search algorithm is compared via CloudSim 
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simulator and other algorithms are outperformed by cuckoo search as 

indicated in results. 

 Moon et al [6] allocated cloud user tasks to virtual machines in an 

effective manner in cloud computing environment using an implemented ant 

colony optimization based novel cloud task scheduling algorithm. In cloud 

computing environments, reinforcement and diversification strategies with 

slave ants in addition to ant colony optimization are adopted for enhancing 

task scheduler’s performance. 

 With slave ants, global optimization problem’s solved using proposed 

algorithm by avoiding long paths with pheromones which are accumulated 

wrongly by leading ants. 

Bala and Chana [7] prioritized workflow according on instructions length 

using proposed task scheduling approach based on priority. Cloud 

application task are prioritized using proposed scheduling technique based on 

limits assigned by dynamic threshold values based six sigma control charts. 

Through CloudSim toolkit, validated the proposed algorithm. In handling 

multiple task from workflows, effectiveness of proposed technique is 

validated using experimental results with minimized execution time and 

makes pan. 

 

2 Proposed Methodology 
 

Detailed discussion about proposed task scheduling based on adaptive 

bacterial foraging optimization (ABFO) is presented in this section. Proposed 

work’s overall architecture is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure1 Overall Architecture of the Proposed Work 
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2.1 Green Cloud Model 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Data Center 
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In any distributed systems like a cloud, most fundamental and radial 

component is cloud scheduling. It performs mapping operation on cloudlets 

or available resources. Existing cloudlets are used for satisfying the clients 

by searching multi-administrative domains by this process. 

There are two major steps in cloud scheduling. User requests are 

identified in first step and jobs are mapped to real cloudlets set or resources 

in second step. With following components, an energy efficient cloud 

scheduling model is shown figure 1. 

(a) The users request corresponds to cloudlets. 

(b) For every customer, a facility for accessing service is provided by cloud 

portal after which, on portal side, completing authorization and 

authentication.  

(c) From resource information center, collected the information regarding 

available resources using resource provisioning unit. Resources information 

are collected by this resource information center. Then, according to user’s 

request, performed the elementary requirements. Mapping into exact 

resources are done after completing resource requirements. A type of swarm 

intelligence algorithm is MBFOA and simple living organism’s cooperative 

and social behaviors are inspired in this. 

(d) From resource provider unit (RPU), all information are considered. 

(e) With brokers/users, green negotiator is used for finalizing SLAs 

according to penalties between consumer and cloud provider, specified 

prices. 

(f) Before accepting a submitted request’s service requirements, they are 

interpreted and analyzed using a service analyzer. 

(g) Special advantages and preferences are presented by important consumers 

over other consumers by its features.  

(h) Physical and virtual machines energy consumption are observed by 

energy monitor to make energy-efficient allocation decisions. 

(i) Service scheduler assigns request to virtual machines and determined the 

resource entitlements of allocated virtual machines. 

(j) Virtual machines availability and its resource usage are tracked using 

virtual machines manager. 

(k) With a different local resource schedulers, for communication, protocol 

engine called job manager is used via standard message format. 

 

2.2 Task Scheduling Using Adaptive Bacterial Foraging 
Optimization 
 

A simple living organism’s cooperative and social behaviors are inspired 

in a type of swarm intelligence algorithm called MBFOA. There are four 

processes in MBFOA as like in original BFOS as listed in section I, but  
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swarming and chemotaxis are combined as a one loop and elimination-

dispersal and reproduction are simplified.  

 A solution termed as bacterium is represented using real-encoding in 

MBFOA and it is indicated using its position as θ
i
(j,G) =    ⃗⃗⃗⃗  where, 

bacterium count is represented as I, chemotactic loop number is represented 

as j and algorithm’s cycle count is represented as G.  

With initial Sb bacteria swarm, which are generated randomly and with 

uniform distribution θ
i
(j,G), ∀i= 1, . . . , Sbi, this process is initiated. After 

that, chemotactic loop is performed by every bacterium θ 
i
(j,G), which has 

swarming movement or tumble-swim movement (taken from BFOA). Search 

space is explored using tumble-swim movement and promising regions 

exploitation are promoted using swarming movement. 

After that, better bacteria are replicated in reproduction step and at last, worst 

bacteria are eliminated in elimination dispersal step for making new one to 

take part in Swarm and at every cycle, its size, it maintained as constant 

Zhang et.al, Ye et.al [8,9]. 

At random, search directions are generated using tumble –swim operator 

and bacterium will move in that direction. In same direction another swim 

will be carried out, if previous position is worst than new position. 

Otherwise, for finding a promising search direction, computed a new tumble. 

As shown in expression (1), in a random manner, tumble so called search 

direction is selected. 

 ( )  
 ( )

√ ( )   ( )
   (1) 

Where, at random, a vector Δ(i) ∈IR
n
is generated with same solution 

dimensionality in CNOP and its elements value will lie between [-1,1]. For 

bacterium θ
i
(j,G), a new position θ

i
(j + 1,G) generated by swim after 

computing tumble as shown in expression (2). 

                                                  (   )    (   )        ( )                      (2)                                       

Where, step-size vector is represented as Cnew∈IR
n
and expression (6) is 

used for computing its elements.  

        (    )(3) 

Where, for variable xk, difference between upper and lower limits is 

represented as Δxk, i.e., Δxk= (Uk− Lk), user defined parameter is represented 

as R. During all MBFOA’s execution, there will be a fixed step-size, but 

during the requirement of tumble, generated a vector Δ(i) in a random 

manner. Within chemotactic loop, on some iterations, swarming operator 

works and in such iterations, tumble-swim operator is replaced.  

In high-nutrient regions, attraction exerted from bacteria’s are emulated 

using this operator. At chemo tactic loop end and half, swarming operator is 

used in this MBFOA implementation. Expression (4), specifies this operator. 

                                                    (     )    (   )   (  ( )  (   ))(4) 
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Where, for bacterium i’s new position θ
i
(j + 1,G) is computed using its 

current position θ
i
(j,G) and in swarm, current best bacterium’s position 

obtained so far at cycle G (θB(G)), which scaled by a user defined factor β. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Flow Chart for BFO 
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For dealing with problem constraints, well know constraint-handling 

technique called feasibility rules are adopted in MBFOA. In swarm, in worst 

bacterium elimination, in reproduction step, in chemotactic loop, this rule is 

used as a criteria. 

The percentage for initial step size calculation R, scaling factor for 

swarming operator β , best bacteria count for reproduction Sr, cycles count 

for chemotactic loop Nc, cycles count (generations) GMAX, bacteria count in 

swarm Sb, are MBFOA parameters Chouhan et.al, Niu et.al [10,11]. 

 

2.3 Adaptive Stepsize 
 

Major difference between BFOA and MBFOA is that, they way in which 

step-size value is defined. In MBFOA, user defines this value as in 

expression (6).However, during this search, this value is maintained as a 

constant. In this paper, proposed an adaptive control to step-size, which is 

inspired form ―1/5-rule‖ evolution strategies, for providing an ability to 

bacteria to decrease or increase step size as per its behavior.  

In MBFOA, in an artificial bacterium, one required behavior is that its 

enhancement in every tumble swim operator step within chemotactic loop. In 

this way, if bacterium solution is improved, counted a successful movement 

by applying swarming operator and tumble-swim operator. 

According to those values, over all movements done by all bacteria in 

single cycle, successful movement’s average number is computed as 

successful rate (SR). At cycle G (Cnew(G)),step size value is updated using 

SR value as given in expression (8). 

    ( )  {
    (   )               

             (   ) (
 

   
)                     

(5) 

1: Input parameters are initialized 

2: Initial swarm of bacteria θ
i
(0, 0), i= 1 . . . , Sb are created randomly 

3: Compute f(θ
i
(0, 0)), gj(θ

i
(0, 0)), ∀j, j = 1, . . . , m, 

hk(θ
i
(0, 0)), ∀k, k = 1, . . . , p, ∀i, i = 1, . . . , Sb. 

4: for G = 1 to GMAX do 

5: for i = 1 to Sb do 

6: for j = 1 to Nc do 

7: Chemotactic step is performed using expression 5 or 7 for bacterium 

θ
i
(j,G) 

8: end for 

9: end for 

10: Worst Sr bacteria according to feasibility criteria is eliminated for 

performing reproduction step and best Sr bacteria is duplicated 

11: In current population, worst bacterium according to feasibility criteria 

θ
w
(j,G) is eliminated and generate one in a random manner. 

12: end for 
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Where, adjustment parameter used for controlling change level in step 

size value is represented as SSA. In this work, SR value is adopted as 0.2, 

which is derived from ―1/5-rule‖. Expression (6) is used for computing initial 

step size value. 

    ( )    (     )(6) 

 
Figure 4 Parameter Space 

 

2.4 Local Search 
 

A well-known mathematical programming technique called Hooke-

Jeeves Pattern Search technique is adapted for improving MBFOA’s fine-

grain search capability. During the search, at certain periods, this technique is 

employed as local search technique. Gradient computations are not required 

by this technique. This is the major reason for selecting it and in MBFOA, its 

combination with constraint-handling approach is a straightforward 

technique. 

Furthermore, complicated programming efforts are not required by 

integration and implementation of MBFOA. Search directions are created 

iteratively in Hooke-Jeeves Pattern Search technique, where heuristic pattern 

moves and exploratory moves are combined. Solution’s vicinity is sampled 

by exploratory moves and best solution in that vicinity are selected. Pattern 

move are done by original and that best solution.  

Figure 2 shows detailed description of local search techniques 

pseudocode. The method (θ(0)) requires an initial point as one bacterium in 

current swarm. A percentage of difference between its lower and limits is 

used to define optimization problem’s every variable  Δk(k = 1, 2, . . . , n) 

as0.5(Uk− Lk), (k = 1, 2, . . . , n), reduction factor α is set as 2 and 

termination criteria   is assigned as 1E−8. 
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2.5 Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Optimization 
 

1: Input parameters are initialized 

2: Initial swarm of bacteria θi(0, 0), i= 1 . . . , Sb are created randomly 

3: Compute  f(θi(0, 0)), gj(θi(0, 0)), ∀j, j = 1, . . .,m, hk(θi(0, 0)), ∀k, k = 1, . . 

. , p, ∀i, i = 1, . . . , Sb. 

4: for G = 1 to GMAX do 

5: for i = 1 to Sb do 

6: for j = 1 to Nc do 

7: Chemotactic step is performed (tumble-swim, tumble-tumble or 

swarming) for bacterium θi(j,G) 

8: end for 

9: end for 

10: Step size adjustment is performed as given in expression (8) 

11: if G mod 25 = 0 then 

12: In swarm, for 10% best bacteria, LS operator is applied and replace the 

10% worst bacteria with those obtained using LS 

13: end if 

14: if G mod 30 = 0 then 

15: By eliminating Sr worst Sr bacteria based on feasibility rules to perform 

reproduction and duplicating Srbest bacteria 

16: In current population, worst bacterium θw(j,G) is eliminated according to 

feasibility criteria and randomly generated one will replace it. 

17: end if 

18: end for 

 

3 Results and Discussion 
 

Proposed algorithm is validated using Cloudsim and Java Programming 

platform due to wide cloud environments range and limitations in practical 

experimentation. With respect to cost, delay and throughput, available BFO 

and cuckoo search (CS) algorithms are compared with proposed adaptive 

bacterial foraging optimization (ABFO) technique for evaluating its 

performance.  
Table 1Performance Comparison Results 

 

  

Metrics 

                                Methods 

CS BFO ABFO 

Throughput(kbps) 458(kbps) 582(kbps) 600(kbps) 

Delay(sec) 750(sec) 600(sec) 550(sec) 

cost($) 2000($) 1750($) 1000($) 
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Figure 5 Throughput Results vs. Classification Methods 

 

Throughput performance comparison between proposed ABFO 

technique and available BFO and CS technique are shown in figure 5. 

Around 600(kbps) throughput is produced by proposed ABFO model as 

indicated in that figure, while 458(kbps) throughput is produced by available 

CS and 582(kbps) throughput is produced by BFO technique. 

 
Figure 6 Delay Results vs. Classification Methods 

 

Delay outcome performance comparison between proposed ABFO 

technique and available BFO and CS technique are shown in figure 6. Only 

550(sec) delay is produced by proposed ABFO model as indicated in that  
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figure, while 750(sec) is produced by available CS and 600(sec) is produced 

by BFO technique. 

 

 
Figure 7 Cost Results vs. Classification Methods 

 

Cost performance comparison between proposed ABFO technique and 

available BFO and CS technique are shown in figure 7. Only 1000($) is 

required by proposed ABFO model as indicated in that figure, while 2000($) 

is required by available CS and 1750($) is required by BFO technique. 

 

4Conclusions and Future Work 
 

In cloud computing environments, for scheduling task, a novel adaptive 

bacterial foraging optimization algorithm termed as ABFO is proposed with 

local search in this work. Local minima avoided by adapting diversification 

techniques with local search. Existing cloud tasks scheduling strategies based 

on BFO are outperformed by proposed algorithm and it has reduced 

processing overheads. In an efficient way, better performance are provided 

by ABFO as shown in experimentation results with cloud server utilization 

enhancement. Heterogeneous clusters can be considered in future work 

because type of computing instances defines the cost. 
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